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NHE, an equal opportunity employer provides and finances affordable, quality and adequate housing thereby contributing to Namibia’s socio-economic
development and creating a stable, progressive human habitat.
We invite qualified, dynamic Namibian candidates to apply for the following
re-advertised vacancies:

> SITE AGENT: Grade C5, Head Office
The incumbent will report directly to the Contracts Administrator and will be responsible for the following
Key Performance Areas
•
Performs site surveying for contour plans;
•
Inspects topography of erven and all related matters;
•
Prepares project estimates and requests quotations for building materials and labour,
•
Compiles project construction cost
•
Ensures that sites comply with the relevant safety standards
•
Supervises the distribution of materials to sub - contractors
•
Liaises with Local Authorities for inspections;
•
Performs all administrative work on projects
Minimum requirements and competencies
• Degree / National Diploma in Building or equivalent
• 5 years experience in the building industry of which 3 years as a supervisor in a general construction work;
• Knowledge of Contract Law and Administration;
• Interpersonal, problem solving and decision making skills;
• Excellent Computer literacy.
> CADD OPERATOR (Draughtspcrson); Grade C3, Head Office
The incumbent will report directly to the Head: Architectural Services and will be responsible for,
amongst others, the following;
Key Performance Areas
• Interprets and converts Architect’s sketches to scaled, properly dimensioned and neat CAD drawings.
• Collects all relevant project data from Supervisor, Architect, Surveyor General’s office and Municipality
authorities.
• Prepares working drawings for tenders, contract administration and construction of houses,
• Prepares project working drawings and an as-built drawing and submits for approval to municipality
and other local Authorities.
• Visit sites and obtain necessary site information, measurements and assess existing site conditions.
•
Makes all the necessary arrangements for the submission of drawings to local authorities.
Minimum requirements
•
A National Diploma or NTC III in Architectural Drafting
•
Two (2) years manual and two (2) years CAD drafting experience.
•
Knowledge of other CAD applications is an added advantage
•
Extensive knowledge of CAD applications with 3D capabilities (Data CAD, AutoCAD, Draw base)
Competencies required
• Strong administrative skills
• Must have excellent writing, communication and negotiation skills
• Very accurate, self-motivated
• Perseverance to perform routine tasks.
> SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR: Grade C5, Head Office
The incumbent will report directly to the Manager: IT and will be responsible for establishing the operating
procedures, provide troubleshooting support and maintain all data servers, user devices and communication
links to assure operational availability,
Key Performance Areas
•
Assists the Manager In evaluating network capabilities;
•
Conducts research on new administration software and network approaches;
•
Installs and designs network system across the organisation;
•
Defines all operating processes and procedures within network administration
•
Maintains computer operating system software and office automation systems;
•
Monitors Internet and Intranet traffic for intrusions;
•
Performs and administers system backup
•
Develops & test servers
•
Conducts researches on new technologies development
Minimum requirements
•
Relevant Degree OR National Diploma in Information Technology
•
MCSE qualification will be an added advantage
•
At least 4 years experience in a Systems Administrator environment
•
Experience In Windows Domain & AD infrastructure
•
Network installation and maintenance experience
•
System security monitoring and system upgrading experience
Competencies required
•
Administration of Windows Domain £ AD infrastructure
•
Advanced skills In PC and Windows OS
•
Network management and design skills
•
Internet / intranet & Web management skills
•
Good interpersonal and communications skills
In return NHE offers excellent conditions of service including a competitive salary, pension benefit, relocation
allowance (where applicable), subsidized medical aid, housing allowance, annual bonus, free personal accident
insurance and generous leave benefit.
Interested suitably qualified candidates should submit their applications accompanied by curriculum vitae and
certified copies of educational qualifications as well as identity documents must be forwarded to the following
address;
Manager: Human Capital & OD
National Housing Enterprise
7 Genera! Murtala Muhammed Road, Eros
PO Box 20192, Windhoek
NB: Only candidates who fully met the requirements will be short listed and contacted and no documents will
be returned.

Closing date for applications: 12 February 2010
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There are useful lessons to be
learnt from this tragedy. The
earth quake may have destroyed Port-Au-Prince and
unleashed a catastrophe beyond
human strength, nevertheless
the will and spirit of human
compassion was not vanquished.
The willingness of nations
both large and small to help the
people of Haiti is a welcomed
humanitarian gesture. After all
we as human beings have the
same blood running on our
veins and equal in every aspect
of human nature. The response
may not have been adequate or
properly coordinated, but the
very fact that there were men
and women who had volunteered to save lives is speaking
volume of human compassion.
Immediately after the earth
quake struck Haiti, the world
witnessed the extraordinary
power of human compassion.
Like all other tragedy, the humanitarian mission started as a
search and rescue and when
hope begun to dwindle it became a find and recovery. Even
though the destruction caused
by the earth quake presented
numerous challenges due to the
fact that many parts of Port-AuPrince were rendered inaccessible, the search and rescue
teams exhibited unprecedented
courage in carrying out their humanitarian task amidst dangerous rubbles.
This humanitarian act should
dispel any notion of looking at
people through stereotype of
ethnic or tribal lens of observation. Human beings are all the
same, despite the fact that there
are fortunate and the less fortune, but the less fortune did not
choose to be the unfortunate just
like the people of Haiti did not
choose to be hit by the earth
quake on 12 January 2010.
Albert Pine an English author,
who died in 1851, had cautioned that “What we do for
ourselves dies with us. What we
do for others and the world remains and is immortal.”
Through compassion this must
be the case to our brothers and
sisters in Haiti.
The people of Haiti need help
and world compassion at this
time of unimaginable difficulty.
The extra burden on the shoulders of the people of Haiti is just
too heavy for them to carry
alone. Even Jesus Christ on his
way to Golgotha was helped by
Simon the Cyrene to carry his
cross. No nation on this planet
earth would want to go through
what the people of Haiti are
experiencing now.
They have lived under extreme condition as the result of
a cocktail of problems that have
befallen on their nation. The
editorial of Guyanese Stabroek
News of 15 January 2010
rightly states “If ever there was
a beleaguered country in our
world, it is surely Haiti, which
has had to withstand for more
than 200 years almost every-
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thing that nature and history
could throw at her”. Yet the
people of Haiti have braced
themselves and have gone
through many man made misfortune like the maladministration by Francois “Papa Doc”
Duvalier, his son Jean-Claude
“Baby Doc” Duvalier and hosts
of military juntas. In April
2008, there was a food crisis in
Haiti, which was followed by
four hurricanes: Fay, Gustav,
Hanna and Ike in 2008. There
those who view the tragedy of
Haiti through their own misguided perceptions.
We must therefore, avoid
temptation to view natural calamity through the words of an
American evangelist Rev. Pat
Robertson who claimed that
Haiti “swore a pact to the
devil” to get “free from the
French” and “ever since they
have been cursed.” This
sounds like a repetition of selfrighteousness of the Spanish
loyalists during a similar tragedy of the earth quake on 28
March 1812, which destroyed
90 % of Caracas.
The Spanish loyalists went
out into the streets to proclaim
that the earth quake was unmistakably the result of divine anger because of the rebellion of
the Venezuelan people against
the despot Fernando VII, “the
anointed of God.” Remarks
like these come from a heartless individual like Pat
Robertson who despite the fact
that he carries and reads the
bible everyday only finds subjective ideological answers that
satisfy his self-righteousness
soul.
Today the hands of nature
mighty have landed a blow on
Haiti tomorrow it could be another country. It is therefore illadvised for a person to make a
mockery of fellow human’s
tragedy. This is a tragedy of
unimaginable proportions and
the last thing a self respecting
human being could do is to pray
for the already suffering people
of Haiti not to patronize them.
There are worries that some
people with hearts of sharks
would try to use the tragedy for
human trafficking and other
anti-social behaviours. Whoever intends or contemplates to
undertake such a shameful act
should think twice and let compassion and sanity prevail.
The people throughout the
world have watched via television, the image of Haitians
emerging from the ruins, yet
still full of hope amidst aguish
and the image of those who
unfortunately could not make
it.
Some were hastily buried by
their relative, while others even
in death could not get the benefit of a decent burial, but had
to be buried in mass graves.
The image of a casket with the
remains of a 28 years old
Brigitte Jean Baptiste on wheelbarrow pushed by family members through the streets in
search of a burial place is harsh
indicative of the difficulties and
challenges the people of Haiti
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have faced even in the best of
time. Then there was a miracle
of a 15 days old baby shown
on television in the arms of
CNN chief medical correspondent, Dr. Sanjay Gupta who
after examining the baby girl
found that there was no fracture on her skull, but just a cut
and she should be fine with
antibiotics. There was an irony
of Belgium Doctors deserting
a make shift field hospital at
night over fear for their personal
security, leaving only Dr.
Sanjay Gupta of CNN a neurosurgeon to double as a reporter and the same time doctor to attend to the deserted patients. For every tragic event
there is always an image which
would remain in the human
mental memory as the face of
that particular tragic event. In
the current Haitian tragedy
there are too many images depicting that catastrophe. Grief
is everywhere in Haiti and it
overwhelmed those who survived the earth quake and even
those us from distant shores. In
Haiti 80% of the population live
below the poverty line.
We should therefore applaud
our government for making a
donation of seven million
Namibia dollars, not matter
how little it would register our
compassionate feelings. I understand the Namibia Red
Cross Society, Namibian
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, Council of Churches
in Namibia and many other organizations are to combine efforts to appeal for more donations for the people of Haiti. The
humanitarian guesture is in line
with our much cherished obligation of international solidarity. On 25 January 2010, the
Canadian government hosted
an international aid conference
in Montreal to discuss a
roadmap towards Haiti’s longterm reconstruction, which according to predictions, could
take up to ten years. However,
the reconstruction should not
come at the expense of the
people of Haiti. The impoverish nation of Haiti epitomizes
the Hobbesian state of nature
where life of man is solitary,
poor, nasty, brutish, and
short. Only through compassion and genuine help would
enable the people of Haiti to
gain strength at this time of grief
and desolation.
Even though, “words cannot
do justice to the destruction, the
anguish and the sheer hell that
Haiti is going through”
(Guyanse Stabroek), the world
must show its compassion to
the people of Haiti and rift them
out of the rubbles of current destruction and help them to restore their hope. Only then we
can say what we are currently
doing for the people of Haiti
will remain immortal.
Jeròboam Shaanika is a.
Namibian civil servant, however, the views expressed here
do not reflect that of the.
Namibian government, but
entirely his own.

